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Introduction
UNSTUCK: A Teen Guide for Living in Uncertain Times

W

hen disasters happen, our lives are completely interrupted and suddenly
we face uncertain times. You might be feeling alone right now, missing
friends and opportunities, dealing with difficult circumstances, and
finding it hard to stay motivated to do anything at all. You may have lost material
belongings or even a loved one who has died in the midst of these hard days.
Maybe you’re feeling stuck right now, and don’t know how to get yourself going
again, how to move forward when you don’t know how long things will be like this or
if life will ever feel normal again.
The activities in this book can be helpful in getting you through this crisis—or
anytime your life gets turned upside down. There are four sessions for you to
experience, but don’t try to do them all at the same time! Space them out in a way
that seems right for you. We hope you’ll find comfort from God’s presence and some
strategies for getting UNSTUCK as you go through this self-guided booklet, either by
yourself or with someone you trust.
In this four-part story, Peter and Anna are living through an invasion of their
country. Your circumstances may be different from theirs, but you may see that their
responses are similar to your own.

Introduction
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1
Why Am I Feeling This Way?

F

War?

or years there had been debate about war. It often seemed like mostly
political talk and not something that would actually happen. Peter, who was
17, and Anna, who was 15, were in school—just like every other day. They
remembered hearing suggestions of war on the news and their parents talking about
it at dinner sometimes but most of their friends at school didn’t talk about it at all.
It was Peter’s last year in school. He was spending lots of time with his friends and
working a part time job. He was saving money because he had things he wanted
to do with his friends over the summer. The year had been hard for Anna. She had
moved to a new school while her best friends got to stay together in the old school.
She was lonely and was struggling with her grades and to find new friends.
Their parents were both working and they seemed stressed out most of the time,
usually because of money. Anna never felt like talking to them about her problems.
Their mom worked long hours at a nearby clinic so she was always tired and slept a
lot when she was home. Anna knew her dad did some kind of sales work, but when
he was home he always seemed too quiet or upset to ever find out more.
Then everything changed. One day things were normal and the next day everything
was different. Their family did not usually watch the news, but now the TV was on.
When Peter and Anna woke up for school, Dad said, “You kids are not going to
school today. It has become too dangerous.” Suddenly they both realized what he
was saying, and they said together, “WAR?”
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Dad just nodded. He told them that Mom had left early for the clinic and might not
be home for some time.
“So how bad do you think this will be?” Anna asked. “I don’t care too much about
missing school. I hate it there.” Then she realized what she had said. People were
going to be killed because of this war and here she was thinking about a day off
school! Ashamed, she ran to her room.
Dad was in and out all day, spending lots of time on the phone and talking with
neighbors. When Mom finally came home, she and Dad talked late into the night
about what they were going to do.
In her bed that night, Anna thought about how much she wanted a new computer.
Then she felt ashamed to be worrying about something so trivial in the face of the
horrible things that were happening now. As she tried to go to sleep, Anna’s head
was full of thoughts. “What will happen to our family? How will we manage? What
does war mean for us?” Suddenly, she felt very tired and so lonely that she cried
herself to sleep.
The next day the TV blared the news constantly. It felt strange for Dad to be at home
all day, but he was busy figuring out plans for his family and how he could help fight
for their country. Peter, feeling awkward, tried to talk to him about football, but
his father told him that sports were no longer important. He listened as Dad called
Grandma to tell her that she needed to stay home because it wasn’t safe in her city.
Peter put in his headphones. Like Anna, his mind was racing. “What will happen to
Grandma? The news said her town is the first one being attacked! And what about
all my plans? It’s my last year of school! What about the summer? Everything has
changed,” he thought. “I feel completely stuck. Like my whole life is just on hold.
I can’t even think about what comes next.” With nothing else to do, Peter went
outside to walk around the neighborhood, alone with his thoughts.
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THINK ABOUT IT
Put your thoughts into words or draw a picture
to answer the following questions.
1. What are some of the things Anna has lost? What has Peter lost?
2. Why does Peter feel “stuck?”
3. How are the feelings you have about your situation like Anna’s or Peter’s?

Session 1. Why Am I Feeling This Way?
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ACTIVITY

Name Your Feelings
It’s good to notice your feelings, especially during days like these when so many
things have changed for you. There are no wrong feelings! Feelings are a natural
response to things that happen in our lives. It is normal to have difficult feelings
when difficult things happen to us.
Circle any words below that describe the feelings you’ve experienced recently.

Angry
Relaxed
Guilty

Disappointed
Anxious
Calm

Hopeful
Overwhelmed

Bored

Sad
Worried

Depressed
Happy
Helpless

Excited

Frustrated

Hopeless
Jealous
Numb
Afraid

Ashamed
Lonely
Confused
Rejected

THINK ABOUT IT
1. Why is it difficult sometimes to talk about your feelings?
2. Which of these feelings are the strongest for you right now?
3. Do you have other feelings you can name?
4. What do you do when you feel this way?
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ACTIVITY

Name Your Losses
Think about how this disaster has interrupted your life. Think about opportunities
you may have lost, the disappointment of cancelled events, the interruption of
your plans, not knowing when this “life-on-hold” feeling is going to end or what
the “new normal” will be. Perhaps relationships with some important people in
your life have changed and you’ve lost a feeling of connection with them.
See if you can name the losses you have experienced as a result of your current
situation. Remember they may be physical things like friends, school, and sports,
or deeper things like personal freedom or safety. Then, write how each loss
makes you feel or draw a face showing that feeling.
WHAT I HAVE LOST

Session 1. Why Am I Feeling This Way?

HOW IT MAKES ME FEEL
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ACTIVITY

Grief Street
You have experienced a lot of loss! And the feelings you named are connected to
the grief you’re feeling because of those losses. Loss always leads to grief. Grief
is the emotional response we feel when we have lost someone or something.
Grief is normal and healthy, as it helps us deal with the loss we feel.
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Grief is a process. Our losses are different, but we all take a similar
journey in dealing with them. Everyone goes through stages of grief.
Each stage is a normal and healthy part of the grieving process.
Sometimes we go back to an earlier stage for a while. Sometimes we
get stuck and need help. But there’s no way to bypass the journey.
We can think of our grief journey as a street with bus stops along the way.
Bus Stop 1: DENIAL & ANGER
Often our first response to losing something or someone important is denial, to
not believe it is possible. Along with doubting that it’s true, we sometimes feel
numb, with no emotions at all. Often we feel angry about the loss and try to find
someone or something to blame so we can aim our anger there. Sometimes
anger feels better than feeling numb, and sometimes we can feel safer to express
anger than to express our sorrow.
Bus Stop 2: NO HOPE
Eventually, our denial and anger fade, and we face the reality of the loss, causing
us to feel hopeless, as if nothing will ever be good again. Some people show this
stage by crying, withdrawing, or being depressed. You may not feel like taking
care of yourself or doing schoolwork. You may feel like numbing the pain with
activities that are harmful to you. Sometimes, people cover up their true feelings
in this stage by pretending that everything is okay, that it “doesn’t matter.”
Bus Stop 3: NEW BEGINNINGS
This is a place of resolution, where we recognize that things will never be the
same but we can learn to live with the loss. We can talk about our loss without
the sharp pain that we felt when the loss was new. We accept that we can’t get
those things or people back, and we are able to accept a “new normal” in the
face of the loss.
Grief Street Bypass
Sometimes people want to skip all the stops and try to take a bypass directly
to New Beginnings. They don’t allow themselves the time or space to be sad
or angry about their loss. Maybe there are people in their lives that tell them to
“just get over it.” Or sometimes, they hear at church that they should “praise
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God for everything all the time.” The Bypass is not healthy. Going through the
stages of grief is important so we can deal with our loss honestly and get to New
Beginnings in a normal, natural way.
Riding the Bus
Often the grief journey is not direct. Many times when you think about something
or someone you have lost, you find your feelings going back to a stage you
thought you had already passed. You might go back to anger (Bus Stop 1), or
feeling hopelessness (Bus Stop 2). Over time, and sometimes with help from a
friend or safe adult, you are able to move forward again, eventually coming to
stay in New Beginnings.
Try drawing your own version of Grief Street, including the three bus stops. Look
back at your list of losses. Decide which stage of grief you’re feeling for each
one, and write those losses at the appropriate bus stop in your drawing. For
example, if you’re feeling angry about not having a graduation ceremony, write
“graduation” or draw a graduation cap on Bus Stop 1.
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ACTIVITY

Anger Volcano
You might be feeling more anger than usual these days. For many people,
anger is the most difficult emotion to understand and to control. Did you
know that anger doesn’t exist on its own? Anger usually comes from another
underlying emotion we are feeling, and most of the time we don’t even realize
it. We use anger to protect ourselves or to cover up other feelings that make us
feel vulnerable.
This picture of a volcano
can help us understand our
anger. Look back to the
beginning of this section
and check out the feelings
you circled. Some of those
feelings may have erupted
into anger, even though you
didn’t realize what you were
feeling at the time. You just
knew you were angry.
In the illustration of the
volcano, write in the
section underground the
feelings that you have that
sometimes erupt into anger.
In the air above the volcano
where the anger erupts,
write some of the things
you have done when you’re
angry.
Anger is not bad. It tells
us that something is
wrong, that we are feeling
something we need to deal with in healthy ways.
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BIBLE SPOTLIGHT

Jesus Grieved
Is there another family that your family is close with? Maybe they have kids the same
age as you, or your parents are friends, or there is some other reason they are like
a second family to you. In the Bible we read that Jesus had a family like this. There
were three siblings—Mary, Martha, and Lazarus. Several stories in the Bible (like Luke
10:38–42) speak of times when Jesus visited these friends. They were the kind of
friends you would do anything for.
One day Lazarus got very sick. Mary and Martha sent a message to Jesus to come
quickly, saying, “the one you love is sick.” Jesus was known for being able to heal
people from many kinds of diseases and they desperately wanted him to come
and heal their brother. But Jesus did not hurry back—in fact, he delayed his return.
And Lazarus died. He had been buried for four days by the time Jesus arrived.
Mary and Martha must have been sad and deeply disappointed that Jesus had not
come in time. They may have been experiencing “denial,” or “no hope” like in the
grief journey. The Bible tells us that Martha went out to meet Jesus first, while he
was on his way to their house, to ask him why it took so long for him to come. Then
Mary arrived. She simply fell at his feet. “Lord,” she said, “if you had been here, my
brother would not have died!” Jesus saw her crying, and he also saw how the people
with her were crying. His heart was touched, and he was deeply moved. “Where
have you buried him?” he asked. “Come and see,” they answered. And then Jesus
himself cried.
You can read the whole story in the book of John in the Bible, chapter 11, verses 1–44.
In uncertain times we will experience lots of different emotions. Remember,
emotions are neither good or bad. They’re neutral, informing us of our responses to
life experiences. But some emotions are difficult. It is okay to have difficult emotions,
and we can learn to express them in healthy ways. (We’ll talk about some healthy
ways in the next chapter.)
In this story, we see that Mary and Martha must have had many feelings, like sadness,
loneliness, anger, regret, hopelessness, fear, and maybe others. Jesus also felt the
pain of grief and he cried with them.
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THINK ABOUT IT
1. Why do you think Jesus didn’t come right away?
2. If you had been there, what questions would you have had for him?
3. Later in the story, Jesus shocks everyone by bringing Lazarus back to life
(John 11:43–44). What kinds of things feel dead in you right now that you
could ask Jesus to bring back to life?

In your Bible, find the book of Psalms and look for Psalm 34. In verse 18, it says, “The
LORD is near to the brokenhearted and saves the crushed in spirit.”
Just as Jesus was with Mary and Martha and grieved with them, know that God is
with you now in your pain and grief.

Take a break!
Thinking and journaling about difficult emotions can be tiring.
You may want to spend a few days going through this booklet,
or at least take breaks between chapters.

Session 1. Why Am I Feeling This Way?
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2
What Can I Do with
These Feelings?

E

Life on Hold
verything seemed like they were living in a horror movie. Peter walked
around the house muttering, “I can’t believe this. I just can’t believe it.”

They began to hear about neighbors and uncles that were joining the army
and being sent to the front lines. The power kept getting cut off and there was a
shortage of food in the stores. They had to stay home because it wasn’t safe to go
outside anymore. For the first time, they also started hearing loud sirens that warned
of rockets or bombs. Each time they would run to the basement of their building
where it might be safer. Most nights Mom would spend the night at the clinic rather
than risk walking back and forth. Dad joined the neighborhood patrol group and he
carried a gun with him all the time.
Anna had never thought it was possible to have so many things taken away at once.
She was worried about Mom and Dad getting injured and Grandma getting killed. It
made her feel angry, and then she felt guilty about being angry.
Peter wanted to stay in shape but it was hard to stay motivated. All he wanted to do
was be with his friends but he was not supposed to leave their flat. He snuck out a
couple of times but honestly the news was very scary and most of his friends stayed
home too. “What I really need is something to help me calm down,” he thought. He
knew lots of guys who could give him something, or he could even raid Dad’s vodka.

Session 2. What Can I Do with These Feelings?
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He called his friend Andre and they met in an alley around the corner to talk about
what was happening. Normally they would play basketball but the parks were
closed, so after a while Peter just went home.
Dad yelled at him when he walked in the door. “Where did you go? Are you trying to
get killed?”
“No!” Peter shouted back. “That doesn’t even make any sense. There were no sirens
today.”
“Well, stop going outside. They cannot be alert for every attack,” Dad said. He went
back to cleaning his gun.
It had been a few days since the family had all been together. The next night,
everyone was home and seated around the table. “Kids,” Mom said, “it is not safe for
you to stay in our city anymore.”
They looked to Dad, who said quietly, “Mom is right. The enemy is making advances
and it is only a matter of time before they will start shelling here.”
“BUT WHERE WILL WE GO?” shouted Anna. There was a long silence.
“Well,” said Dad. “Our neighbors are leaving tomorrow. They have offered to have
you both travel with them. You will go to my sister’s flat in a safer part of the
country.”
Dad stood up. He put his hands on the table and looked at Peter and Anna. “You
two must go tomorrow. Tonight, you need to pack your backpacks and a suitcase to
share and get ready to go.”
Mom reached over and hugged Anna. “We love you both very much and we do not
know what the future is for our country. It is my duty to stay here to care for the
wounded, and your father is joining the local police to protect our neighborhood as
best he can.”
That night Peter spent a lot of time texting his friends, but it just was not the same
as it used to be. He was so angry that he threw his football team picture at the wall
and broke it. “Something else to feel bad about,” he thought. He couldn’t remember
any time in his life when he had felt this angry and helpless. Now he was stuck in a
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terrible situation with his life on hold. He wandered over to where Anna was staring
blankly at their suitcase.
Anna had been feeling bad for doing so poorly at her new school. But that was
nothing like this. All she knew now was that she was leaving tomorrow and saying
goodbye to her house and her parents, maybe forever.
When she felt bad, Anna would often sneak into the bathroom and cry. Now she felt
so scared and trapped. She had to leave and had no choice in the matter. She sat on
the bathroom floor staring at the wall as tears ran down her face.

THINK ABOUT IT
1. Why did life seem like a movie to Anna and Peter?
2. What was each member of the family feeling during this war, and how were
they each responding to those feelings?
3. What are some ways that you have been responding to your situation?

Session 2. What Can I Do with These Feelings?
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ACTIVITY

Telling Your Story
One of the best ways you can deal with your difficult feelings is to talk about
them. Telling the story about difficult times in your life can help you feel better.
It’s always best to talk to someone you can trust, like a parent, friend, counselor,
coach, or church leader—ideally, someone you already have a relationship with.
Maybe you’re already having regular in-person or online meetings with someone.
If not, think about who you can call on to begin a conversation. You can get to
your story by saying something like, “Hey, I want to talk about something that
has been bothering me.” Then talk about the circumstances in your life that have
made you struggle with difficult feelings. That’s your story.
Here’s a good way to structure your story. Look at the bullseye target below. Fill
in the answers from your own experience to the question on each level:

You can also help your friends or family members by being a good listener. Ask
them these three questions. You may be surprised by their answers!
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ACTIVITY

Body Scan
Have you ever had a headache before a test
or felt your stomach tossing around because
of a conflict with someone? That’s because
our physical bodies hold our stress and emotions.
Have you ever been grouchy when you
missed lunch? That’s because it can work
the other way too. Good or bad health in our
body can also touch our mind and our spirit.
Our bodies communicate how we are feeling,
often even before we are aware of it. Consider
all the different and difficult things going on
in your life right now. Thinking about all of
that at once can be really hard!
Take a minute to scan your body. Do this by
focusing on each different part of your body and noticing what you feel physically.
It could be pain, tightness, discomfort, tingling, or any other kind of sensation. Start
at your head and slowly go down your neck, shoulders, arms, chest, stomach, back,
waist, legs, and feet. Pause at each area and focus on what you feel.
On the body outline shown here, mark the location where you noticed a feeling in
your own body. After you think about each area, do your best to relax the muscles
there and let go of the stress you’re feeling. Then move on.
Complete this exercise by taking a few minutes to write down what you felt in the
space provided.
You can do a body scan anytime, day or night, to help relax your body—it also helps
relax your mind—and lower your stress levels. Paying attention to how your body
is feeling helps you know when you are stressed and need to do something to take
care of yourself.

Session 2. What Can I Do with These Feelings?
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ACTIVITY

Taking Care of Yourself
Three ways to take care of your body:
1. Move. It is super important to move your body. Moving around increases
oxygen to your cells for extra energy and helps you feel better by releasing
the hormones called endorphins.
•

•

If you are able to be outdoors, make time to do that every day. Sunlight
positively affects mood, and physical activity can improve concentration
and a sense of well-being.
If you are indoors and can get online, there are endless free resources
and apps for exercising in your home. Bodyweight exercises are
movements you can do using your body’s weight for resistance (like
pushups, squats, and lunges). Doing dances that follow along with your
favorite videos also count!

TRY IT! Take five minutes now to stop and go outside for a walk, dance,
stretch, or something active!
2. Eat healthy. You might not have much control over what you can eat right
now, but try to eat foods that nourish and are more filling whenever you can.
Keeping your body healthy is important in this season. It will also help keep
your spirits up.
3. Limit screen time. It seems like everyone is saying it, but take some time
away from screens (phone, computer, television), especially before bedtime.
Try setting a timer for thirty minutes or an hour to remind yourself to take a
ten-minute break to do other things from this activity that take care of your
body, mind, or spirit.
Three ways to take care of your mind:
1. Avoid panic. Keeping your thoughts under control has a positive effect on
other dimensions of life. When you feel anxious, take the time to write out
what your anxious thoughts are. It is a way to take our thoughts “captive,”
as 2 Corinthians 10:5 notes. Remind yourself: Right now, I’m safe. Stay in the
present.
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2. Practice mindfulness. Think about what you are thinking about. That may
sound crazy, but if you spend all day thinking about stressful things, guess
what? You’re going to feel stressed. Instead, choose good things to focus
your attention on. Use healthy distractions like reading, drawing, or talking
to a friend. Play a game or exercise to give your brain a break.
3. Stay connected. If possible, talk, chat, video conference, post on social
media, or do anything else you can think of to connect with your friends and
family. Virtual connections count when you’re not able to connect in person.
TRY IT! Reach out to one different person each day this week.
Three ways to take care of your spirit:
1. Interact with beauty. This could be doing something creative yourself
(writing, drawing, cooking, singing, rapping, journaling) or stopping to
appreciate something beautiful. Go outside and watch the clouds roll past.
Look up some art in books or online if you can. Listen to music that really
moves you. God’s gifts to us are abundant and accessible even in a time of
distress.
TRY IT! Take a picture of something beautiful every day for a week and send
it to a friend.
2. Journal. At the end of the day, jot down what you’re grateful for and why.
Record humor or points of joy that you had with family or friends. Write
down what you’re hoping and praying for. Doodle and draw just for fun. If
you found beauty in people, art, or nature today, write about how it made
you feel.
3. Pray. You can talk with God anytime and anywhere. 1 John 5:14 (GNT) says,
“We have courage in God’s presence, because we are sure that he hears us.”
Prayer doesn’t have to be formal or complicated. You can talk to God like
you would talk to any other person.

Session 2. What Can I Do with These Feelings?
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ACTIVITY

Deep Breathing
When our feelings are getting the best of us, one of the most important things we
can do is to ground ourselves with our breathing. This can help us relieve stress and
improve our focus. Once our bodies and our brains are calm, we can choose how we
want to move forward in a healthy way.
Slowing and regulating our
breathing helps to slow our
heart rate and lower blood
pressure. Doing this will quiet
feelings of panic or high
stress and slow the amount
of stress hormones that are
making you feel on edge and
keeping you amped up.
One way to do this is through
simple box breathing. Place
your finger at the top left
corner of the box. Slowly
move your finger to the right
as you inhale and count to
four. Then hold your breath
for four seconds as you move your finger to the bottom right square. As you move
your finger to the left, exhale for four seconds. Then rest as you move your finger up
to complete the square. Do this multiple times to allow your brain and body to get in
sync with your breath.
Once you have slowed your breathing, be still for a few minutes. Close your eyes
and continue breathing slowly as you think about these words of Jesus: “My peace I
give to you, not as the world gives do I give to you. Don’t let your heart be troubled,
neither let it be afraid” (John 14:27 NKJV).
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BIBLE SPOTLIGHT

David’s Feelings
Have you heard about David from the Bible? He was a musician, warrior, shepherd,
king, and poet. He was far from perfect, but he had all of the qualities you would
look for in a great leader. The Bible calls him “a man after God’s own heart”
(1 Samuel 13:14).
When David was a young teen he went to the battlefield where his brothers were
fighting a war. There was an enormous giant of a man on the other side teasing
and taunting the Israelites (David’s people) and daring anyone to fight. So David
volunteered, then fought and killed the giant and helped conquer the rest of the
enemy. He was not the kind of guy you would expect to struggle with anything,
especially difficult emotions.
But David did struggle with strong feelings. He spent years on the run, hiding in the
mountains and living in caves because someone was trying to kill him. Many times
he was just trying to survive, with no idea what the future held, feeling stuck and
helpless.
In Psalm 69, David wrote down how he was feeling. He said, “Save me, O God! The
water is up to my neck! I am sinking in deep mud, and there is no solid ground; I
am out in deep water, and the waves are about to drown me. I am worn out from
calling for help, and my throat is aching. I have strained my eyes, looking for your
help” (GNT).
Wow, that sounds tough. David was so desperate he could do nothing but cry out to
God. Have you ever felt hopeless like him? When David was overwhelmed or afraid,
he would often write or sing what he was feeling. The book of Psalms has over forty
such poems or laments (you will learn more about laments in session 4).
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David recognized the power of being able to express his feelings. Here are some of
the ways David responded to times of strong difficult feelings. Look up each Bible
reference and draw a line to match it to the correct response of David. You can use a
printed Bible or search the references online.

Took care of his body and worshiped
God while he was still grieving

1 Samuel 20:41–42

Wrote poems or songs to express his
feelings

2 Samuel 12:20

Reaffirmed his friendship and wept with
his best friend
Grieved with his men about their losses
and found his strength in God

1 Samuel 30:4, 6

Psalm 13

THINK ABOUT IT
1. Which of David’s responses have you also done?
2. Think about how you’re feeling now. Are you most likely to respond to your
feelings by talking and praying with your best friend or writing poetry or
music to express yourself? Why?
3. How can you find your strength in God?
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When Jesus was on earth, he knew his friends and family were worried about a lot
of things, and they were tired of carrying such heaviness in their hearts. One day he
said to them,
Come to me, all of you who are weary and carry heavy burdens, and I
will give you rest … Let me teach you, because I am humble and gentle
at heart, and you will find rest for your souls.
Matthew 11:28–29 NLT
You can find rest for your soul by letting go of what is worrying you,
and finding your strength in God like David did.

Take a break!
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Connecting
eter lay on his bed at Aunt Mayah’s flat listening to the noise the heater

made. He couldn’t believe it. Now he felt more sad than angry. Tears came
into his eyes as he thought about his kind neighbor who had already been
killed in the fighting. They had heard nothing from Grandma and now the cell towers
were down and he couldn’t get through to their parents. Just thinking about it
brought new tears, which made him feel embarrassed. “At least no one is here to see
this,” he thought. He was fearful about the future. What was next?
There was a knock at the door. He quickly wiped his eyes and said, “Yeah?”
“Can I come in?” asked Anna. She came into the room they shared and sat on the
chair by his bed.
Anna and Peter had not been close. They had always been into different things.
Peter knew she wasn’t having a good year at school, but it had been hard to relate
because he loved the school so much. But in the last few weeks they had been
talking a lot more. It felt good.
“I’m really scared,” said Anna.
“I know,” said Peter. “Me too.”
“Everything is so crazy right now,” Anna said, and began to share how she was
feeling and what she was worried about.
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As Peter listened to Anna talk, he was surprised to feel a bit better. Listening to his
sister was something he could do, and it seemed to help her. Anna ended with a
scary question: “What will we do if we cannot get back to Mom and Dad?”
“I don’t know,” Peter said. “But we will deal with it somehow, and we will stay
together.” Peter had a thought. “You know what I’m stuck on, Anna? I am really sad
to miss so many things from my last school year and that I can’t be with my friends.
Sometimes it makes me so angry, and then I feel bad because there are so many
worse things happening right now and I’m just stuck in the middle of it all!”
Anna nodded. “Peter, I am truly sorry you are missing so much. But I am glad we are
safe right now and with Aunt Mayah.”
Aunt Mayah had welcomed them at the train station and given them a room to share
in her flat. She took them to church every day where people were gathering to pray
and gather supplies for the refugees that were pouring into their city. It felt good to
be connected to others in the same situation and to have something to do.

THINK ABOUT IT
1. From what you know about Grief Street, what losses is Peter
grieving, and which “bus stop” do you think he is in? How can
you tell?
2. Why do you think Peter felt better when he was listening to
Anna’s feelings?
3. Who do you have in your life that you can talk to? Who can you
listen to?
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ACTIVITY

Circle of Control
In uncertain times, things can feel chaotic, like everything is out of control. The
anxiety of not knowing how things will turn out and how long the chaos will last can
feel overwhelming.
When you are feeling
overwhelmed, it can be
helpful to pause and look
at what you can and cannot
control right now, in this
specific moment. This can
help you let go of those
things that are not in your
control and help you feel
empowered to focus on
the things you can control.
This exercise can ground
you in the present moment
and give you something
practical to do.
For example, you might
not be able to control the
actions of others and how
they are responding to this crisis, but you can control how you are responding. You
cannot control how long things will feel in a crisis mode, but you can control your
attitude and find positive things to do today.
Look at the circle. Inside the circle, write down the things that you can control. On
the outside of the circle, write down the things you cannot control.
Notice the things you wrote outside the circle, things that you can’t control. It’s likely
that these are things that cause you to worry or be stressed out in other ways. What
if you were able to give those things to God? Take a moment to ask God to calm
your heart and help you let go of the things you can’t control.
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ACTIVITY

Map Your Goals
Before your life was interrupted by this crisis, what were some of your goals
for the future? What were you working toward, dreaming of, planning for, or
counting on happening? You may feel all these things are impossible now, or
doubt that you’ll ever reach your goals.
But if you take steps toward those goals, no matter how small, you will begin to
feel unstuck. One way to organize your thinking about your goals for the future is
to make a kind of map. Follow these steps on the next page:
1. Start in the middle box and write your name or draw a picture of yourself.
2. Choose your goal categories and write them into the ovals. They might
include things like Create, Health, Fun, Travel, People, Hobbies, Job, Mind,
Save Money.
3. Draw lines coming out of each oval and write things you can do to reach
your goal. Include the easiest, smallest things you can do, and a few of the
more difficult steps you’ll need to take.
You might want to create this map on a separate piece of paper and hang it on
your wall to encourage and remind yourself to keep moving toward your goals.
It will make you feel less stuck to feel movement and accomplishment, no matter
how small.
In Proverbs 16:9 in the Bible, a wise man said, “We can make our plans, but the
LORD determines our steps.” And, in Proverbs 3:5–6 it says, “Trust in the LORD
with all your heart; do not depend on your own understanding. Seek his will in all
you do, and he will show you which path to take” (NLT).
Take a moment to ask God for his help and guidance in moving toward your
goals.
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ACTIVITY

Letter to Myself
Pretend that it is a year from now and you have been able to make good
progress in moving toward your goals. Maybe you have accomplished something
that seems almost impossible right now. What would you say to the you who is
feeling stuck today?
Write a letter from your future self to yourself right now. It might sound like this:
“Dear Me, I know you’re feeling discouraged right now. I remember how mad I
was about missing things I had counted on happening and how hard it was to let
it go and accept that I’ll never get that time back again. That was hard. But I’m
doing much better now. Hang in there! Things will get better. Love, Me”

It may be helpful for you to write another letter, this time from your present self
to your future self, asking questions, giving advice, offering comfort or challenge.
Keep the letters in a safe place so you can refer to them a year from now to see
how close you were to the future you imagine for yourself now.
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ACTIVITY

Things to Do When You’re Bored
When the immediate needs of a crisis are met and you are struggling to bring your
life back to some kind of normal, you may have times when you feel totally bored.
See how many of these suggestions you can check off over the next several weeks.
•

Draw or paint a picture—if you have internet, use an online video or
course to teach you

•

Write an encouraging note to a friend or family member

•

Look for a book to read—get lost in someone else’s story

•

Do something physically tiring—run the stairs, do jumping jacks,
whatever gets you moving

•

Write a story—get in your head and find a story there

•

Find a way to volunteer your help—the world needs your gifts, especially
now

•

Make a list of the things you are thankful for—yes, shoelaces and
backpacks count

•

Plan the road trip of a lifetime—you can go anywhere in your imagination

•

Organize the pictures on your phone—you have to do it sometime

•

Ask someone to play a game—online or where you’re staying, what’ll
it be?
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BIBLE SPOTLIGHT

Brave Esther
King Xerxes of Persia needed a queen. He ordered a search throughout his kingdom
for the most beautiful girl, and soon the king’s scouts found Esther. Esther was
beautiful, gracious, and kind—just what the king was looking for. She had no choice
about becoming queen. She was taken to Xerxes.
But there was a problem. Esther was a Jew. The Jews were a minority population
and disliked by the Persians. Esther’s cousin and guardian Mordecai, who was the
leader of the Jews, encouraged Esther to hide her faith from the king for her own
safety, which she did.
An arrogant man named Haman had become powerful in the kingdom and decided
that it would be appropriate for everyone to bow down to him. But Mordecai refused
to bow. Enraged, Haman asked the King to authorize a royal decree to annihilate all
the Jews. So the king sent out a decree to the whole kingdom proclaiming that all
Jews were to be killed. When Mordecai discovered Haman’s evil plan, he sent Esther
a message. He told her what Haman was plotting and asked her to go to the king on
behalf of the Jews.
Esther was terrified for her people, and for herself. By law, anyone who went to
see the king without an invitation would be put to death. As she was thinking and
praying about what to do, Mordecai said to her, “Who knows? Maybe you have come
to the kingdom for such a time as this!” Esther finally gathered her courage and said,
“I will go to the king and if I perish, I perish.”
When Esther appeared before King Xerxes, he was taken by her beauty and spared
her life. He said he would grant anything she wished, up to half his kingdom. All she
asked was that the King and Haman join her for dinner for the next two nights.
Haman was pleased that he’d been asked to dine with the king and queen two
nights in a row. The invitation fed his pride. But then he saw Mordecai at the king’s
gate and still Mordecai refused to bow to him. That night he decided to build a
gallows on which to hang Mordecai; he planned to speak to the king about it the
very next morning.
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That same night the king could not sleep, so he ordered the book of the chronicles,
the record of his reign, to be brought in and read to him. The book was turned to
the day Mordecai had exposed a plot to assassinate the king. The king remembered
the event and asked what reward Mordecai had received for saving his life. The
attendants told him that nothing had been done for Mordecai.
The next morning, just as Haman was arriving to ask that Mordecai be hanged, the
king asked him, “What should be done for the man the king delights to honor?”
Haman, still filled with pride, mistakenly thought the king was referring to him. So he
suggested that the king honor him with a showy public procession. Imagine Haman’s
shock when the king commanded that those things be done for Mordecai!
In a move of great courage, Esther finally told the king that she was a Jew and
unveiled Haman’s evil plots. She begged the king to spare her people. The king was
furious with Haman and ordered that he be hanged on his own gallows. Haman’s
pride and cruelty had led to his own destruction and Esther had saved her people.
(Read the book of Esther in the Bible for the whole story.)

THINK ABOUT IT
1. Esther’s choices about her life were taken from her when she was
chosen to become queen of Persia. What freedoms did she lose?
2. Mordecai suggested that God placed Esther in her position “for such
a time as this.” What do you think God’s purpose may be for you in
your current circumstances?
3. What was the bigger picture Esther focused on when she decided to
risk her own life to go to the king?
4. What are some of the bigger things you can focus on right now that
are beyond your current circumstances?
5. In 2 Corinthians 4:18 (NLT) we are reminded, “So we don’t look at the
troubles we can see now; rather, we fix our gaze on things that cannot
be seen. For the things we see now will soon be gone, but the things
we cannot see will last forever.” What does this mean to you?
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God never promised that we will live a trouble-free life. But listen to what Jesus
says in John 16:33 (NLT): “I have told you all this so that you may have peace in me.
Here on earth you will have many trials and sorrows. But take heart, because I have
overcome the world.”
God can help you overcome your worry and fear.
He can give you peace.

Take a break!
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4
How Can I Relate to God
in Uncertain Times?

P

God Hears Me

eter and Anna looked forward to going to church every day. They had found
new friends and they were learning ways to help cope with the situation.
Peter joined a group of older men and teen boys at the church who were
organizing supply shipments from neighboring countries. He would often be gone
for one or two days at a time and was so tired when he got home. Anna joined a
local school where half the day was doing academic work and the other half was
spent at church helping transfer food from big containers into smaller bags to help
refugee families.
There was a couple at the church, Alexi and Natalia, who spent time with the young
people in the afternoons. Sometimes they would play games or just talk about the
war and how the teens were feeling. Usually they wound up sharing something from
the Bible. This week they had a question-and-answer activity. People wrote down
questions before the meeting that Alexi and Natalia would answer when they were
together. Anna had asked, “Where is God while this war is happening?”
Alexi finally got to her question. “That’s a great question, Anna. You know, when God
created the world he made it perfect and without any suffering, which meant no war,
no diseases, and no refugees.”
“So, what happened?” someone asked. “Did God go on vacation?”
“No,” said Alexi with a smile. “He gave humans a choice to live his way or to choose
our own way.”
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Natalia added, “In the Bible, in Genesis, when Adam and Eve chose their own way,
they disobeyed God. Because of that, suffering entered the world. And now all of
earth suffers,” she continued. “The Bible even says, ‘For we know that up to the
present time all of creation groans with pain.’” [Romans 8:22]
“But,” Alexi said, “even in the middle of all this mess, and even though we all disobey
God, he has promised never to leave us or forsake us.” [Hebrews 13:5]
“Hmm,” thought Peter, and then he said out loud, “But what does that mean for us
now?”
“Well,” Alexi said, “for me it means that even though I feel so alone sometimes and
don’t know what the future holds, I remember that God is still with me, and that
gives me comfort.”
“For me,” said Natalia, “God is like a fortress that I can run to. Even as scary as things
are these days, I know he’s with me and loves me, no matter what. That reminds me
of something we can do. God encourages us to talk to him about the difficult things
we experience. One way to do that is with a lament.”
“A lament is a complaint to God,” Alex said. “It might sound odd, but this kind of
complaint is a healthy way to talk to God about the difficult things we experience.
God already knows what we are going through, but it helps us to be completely
honest with him and say exactly how we are feeling.”
“I’ll text you all more information about how to create a lament. How about each
of you give it a try?” Alexi suggested. “We can talk more about this tomorrow and
maybe some of you will want to share your laments with the rest of us.”
As they walked to their aunt’s house, Peter and Anna talked about what Alexi and
Natalia had said. They agreed to each try writing a lament to share with each other.
“Promise not to laugh at me?” asked Anna.
“I won’t if you won’t,” said Peter. “Anyway, why not give it a try?”
The next morning, they shared what they had written with each other. Peter read
his first: “I don’t know what’s going on, God, but I don’t like it. I used to think things
were bad sometimes, but now it seems like life has gone completely crazy. I don’t
know when it will end or if things will ever feel normal again. How could you let this
happen? How could you let our family and friends be killed for no reason? Please
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help me figure out how to live through this time and how to know you better and
trust you more.”
Anna had written her complaint to God in a poem. She read it out loud.
How long, God, will we suffer in silence
Lost in a world of sickness and violence
People are dying and we are afraid
Teens in this world are down and dismayed
War has turned our world upside-down
Bringing death and destruction to our cities and towns
So many things we have lost along the way
For friends and family death is here to stay
Help me to hope in what you have promised
That you never leave me alone or hopeless
That even in war we can listen to your voice
Oh God, be my safety, always be my choice!
Anna and Peter sat in silence for a few minutes thinking about their laments. It
helped to remind themselves that God loved them and was with them. They still did
not know how long this was going to last or if their parents or Grandma would be
safe. But somehow things seemed a little bit different. By trying out the things they
had learned and by helping each other, maybe they could get through this uncertain
time together.

THINK ABOUT IT
1. What do you think Natalia meant when she said God is like a fortress
for her?
2. Why is it helpful to tell God exactly what we’re feeling?
3. Why do things feel a little different to Anna and Peter now than they did
in the beginning of this story?
4. Are you feeling different now about your situation than you did when you
started these stories? Why or why not?
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ACTIVITY

Creating a Lament
One positive way to deal with the hard things that happen in our lives is to create a
lament, a way of expressing our pain to God. Lament can be done in words, music,
dance, drawing, or any other form of creative expression.
A lament helps us expose all the stuff that we have tried to hide and share it with
God instead. This is a good way to start telling your story, naming your feelings,
and releasing painful memories. As it becomes more comfortable for you to share
your pain privately with God, creating a lament can lead to sharing your story with
another person when you are ready.
There are many examples of laments in the Bible. Trauma after trauma happened to
the nation of Israel as a community (wars, captivity, displacement, famines) as well
as to individuals (abuse, rape, abandonment, murder). Many of them found comfort
in bringing their pain to God. They had an honest way of speaking to God where
they poured out their complaints to him, sometimes even as they declared their trust
in him.
A lament can have some or all of these different parts, but they all must have a
complaint.
•

Address to God (“O God”)

•

Review of God’s faithfulness in the past

•

Complaint

•

Request for help

•

Promise to praise God (or statement of trust in God)

Take some time to create a lament. Read Psalm 13 if you need help, or think of what
questions you would like to ask God about the difficult things in your life. You can
put your lament in writing, song, rap, poem, prayer, or any creative way you wish
to express your inner feelings to God. It does not have to include all five parts of a
lament listed above. When you have finished, consider sharing your lament with
someone else who is going through circumstances similar to your own.
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ACTIVITY

My Manifesto
Sometimes living through hard times forces us to evaluate what we believe about
God and decide what is really important in our lives. Have you ever had those
thoughts?
A declaration of your beliefs and values is called a manifesto. When you take
time to think about what’s really important to you and what you believe in, it can
help you align your life goals with those things, and you will feel more confident
and empowered to move forward.
Finish the sentences on the next page to get you started, then add your own if
you’d like. Don’t forget to sign it!
This is personal to you. But a manifesto is often a public declaration, so consider
sharing what you have written with someone else. It may encourage others to
think about these things, as well. You may want to take a picture of it and make it
your phone background to remind yourself of your manifesto.
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BIBLE SPOTLIGHT

Peace, Be Still
You have been living in some difficult circumstances. Let’s find out what Jesus did in
a crazy situation when everyone around him was worried and afraid.
Before this incident happened, Jesus had been sitting in a boat all day long, teaching
a huge crowd of people on the shore, and he was exhausted. We pick up the story
from there, found in the Gospel of Mark in the Bible (Mark 4:36–41).
And leaving the crowd behind, they took him with them in the boat,
just as he was. And other boats were with him. A great windstorm
arose, and the waves were breaking into the boat, so that the boat
was already filling with water. But he was in the stern, asleep on the
cushion. All of the people in the boats were afraid that their boats
would be broken into pieces and they would all drown. They woke him
and said to him, “Teacher, do you not care that we are perishing?” And
he awoke and rebuked the wind and said to the sea, “Peace! Be still!”
And the wind ceased, and there was a great calm. He said to them,
“Why are you so afraid? Have you still no faith?” And they were filled
with great fear and said to one another, “Who then is this, that even
the wind and the sea obey him?”
These crazy days are like a terrible storm in our lives. Many people feel stuck because
everything about the future is unknown. One of the ways to feel less stuck is to ask
Jesus to calm our fears and worries that are like the wind and the waves.
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THINK ABOUT IT
1. Why did his friends think Jesus didn’t care about them?
2. When he said, “Peace! Be still!” why did the wind and the sea obey him?
(Check out Colossians 1:16–17 in the Bible.)
3. Why were his friends afraid when the wind stopped blowing and the waves
became calm? (Do you think it was because Jesus was even more powerful
than the storm?)
4. What is the biggest storm in your life right now?

If Jesus were sitting next to you right now, he might be saying, “Peace, be still,” or
maybe these things:
•

“Be still and know that I am God.” Psalm 46:10

•

“I will never leave you nor forsake you.” Hebrews 13:5b

•

“Don’t be afraid … Take courage! I am here!” Mark 6:50b
Jesus can give you a sense of peace
that you will not find anywhere else.
All you need to do is ask him.

If you would like to find out more about knowing God, your pastor, priest, or other
church leader would be happy to talk with you.
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ACTIVITY

I Survived!
Stop to think about how you have survived these past months, the emotional storms
you’ve weathered, the changes you have had to deal with, and the opportunities you
have discovered for learning and creating new things.
If you were asked to design a t-shirt that let people know you survived these days,
what would it look like?
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Getting Help
This booklet has many things that you can do yourself to help you feel better.
Hopefully, some of the stories or activities will be able to help you. However, they
may not be enough. One thing we saw in the story was how helpful it was for Peter
and Anna to find someone to talk to. They realized that they could talk to each other
and that there were good, safe adults to talk to, as well.
You may need someone to talk to, too. Think of who that may be. Telling your story
releases the power it can have over you.
Sometimes difficult feelings can be so overwhelming that people might hurt
themselves. If you ever feel like hurting yourself in any way, talk to someone that you
feel safe with.
In the Bible, Deuteronomy 31:6 says, “Be strong and courageous. Do not be
afraid or terrified because of them, for the LORD your God goes with you; he will
never leave you nor forsake you.”

Don’t forget—you’re not alone. God is with you.
He sees you and he hears you.
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Tips for Adult Leaders
UNSTUCK helps teens cope during times of uncertainty, especially after a disaster. The materials are
written for teens to go through on their own and at their own pace. Teens will also benefit by working
through the resource with adult leaders in small groups over four weeks, either online or in person,
as appropriate. Adult leaders should always partner with another adult when leading a teen group
and follow all legal requirements of the jurisdiction in which they live, which may include background
checks, fingerprinting, and mandatory reporting.

Using UNSTUCK with Small Groups
1.

Contact parents/guardians of teens to tell them about the UNSTUCK material and ask
permission to conduct a teen group using this material. Specify the location or online platform
and the timing.

2.

Each teen should have their own booklet or digital download. Emphasize that their responses in
the books are personal and private, and will only be shared if they choose to.

3.

If this will be an online group, make sure all teens have the group meeting application installed
on their computers and phones.

4.

Make sure all teens have access to a Bible, either printed or online.

5.

Consider creating a private group or message board online. Have a plan to monitor any forum
you create.

6.

Make plans with the teens to meet on a regular basis to discuss each chapter. Teens could either
go through the materials as a group with the leader facilitating, or get together after they have
completed each chapter on their own.

7.

Teens might want to share their responses to several activities in the booklet. Suggest that they
take a picture of their finished drawings, videos, or written content and post it during meetings
or on your message board or WhatsApp group.

8.

If your group is large, break into smaller groups for discussion. If online, use the breakout room
feature on your group meeting app. Have an experienced adult facilitator participate in each
online breakout room. You may want to debrief in the large group after each small group.

9.

Go through your own book and do the activities yourself before you meet with the teens, and
be ready to share what you have done.

10. Encourage teens during these weeks of going through the UNSTUCK material with reminder
texts (“Are you feeling stuck in UNSTUCK?) and teasers (“Have you done the volcano thing
yet?”).

This booklet is part of the Beyond Disaster suite of disaster response materials found on
beyonddisaster.bible, where you can also find related content for adults and children.
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Informed Consent for
Parents & Guardians
UNSTUCK: A Teen Guide for Living in Uncertain Times is a Bible-based interactive booklet for teens
to help them cope with grief and anxiety caused by difficult circumstances following a disaster. Teens
will learn to recognize their losses, tell their stories, connect with feelings, and find strategies for
moving forward in the midst of a crisis.
A small group using UNSTUCK will provide teens an opportunity to connect meaningfully with others
their age under the guidance of experienced youth ministry workers. The small group experience will
be a safe place for teens to find healing from some of the hurts they have had as a result of this crisis.
The group will include four sessions addressing questions that teens may be struggling with.
1.

Why am I feeling this way?

2.

What can I do with my feelings?

3.

How do I get unstuck?

4.

How can I relate to God in uncertain times?

Due to the sensitive nature of this work, we practice confidentiality to create a safe place for teens
to openly and honestly share. However, the law mandates that we report concerns for the safety and
wellbeing of the minors we serve. Therefore, we will notify appropriate parties if teens share an intent
to hurt self or others, or if there are concerns of child abuse or neglect.
Parents/Legal Guardians: Please sign the permission statement below if you support your teen’s
decision to participate in this group, and return it to the group leaders.

I give my permission for __________________________________ to participate in this group.
I understand that I can seek further information by contacting the group leaders.
_____________________________________________________________________________
Parent/Legal Guardian (please print)		
Signature		
Today’s Date
Group information
Location:

 Online

 In Person 

Dates: 
Group Leaders:
Name

Organization

Email

